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We study quantum~Shubnikov–de Haas and de Haas–van Alphen! oscillations and angular
oscillations of the reluctance in the organic quasi-two-dimensional metal (BO)2Clx(H2O)y . We
show that the Fermi surface in this compound consists of a slightly corrugated cylinder
with its axis perpendicular to the conducting plane. The cross section of the cylinder in this plane
is a perfect circle of radiuskF.33107 cm21. The effective carrier mass associated with
this cylinder ism* 5(1.65–2.0)m0 in the conducting plane, while the Dingle temperature is
TD53 –4 K. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~98!02709-7#

1. INTRODUCTION

The compound (BO)2Clx(H2O)y belongs to the class of
quasi-two-dimensional organic metals. The major structural
material in this compound, which forms the conducting lay-
ers, is the organic molecule BO5~BEDO-TTF!
~bis~ethylenedioxy!-tetrathiofulvalene!, an analog of the well
known ET molecule used as a basis for synthesizing the
overwhelming majority of quasi-two-dimensional organic
metals and superconductors.1 Unlike the ET molecule, in the
BO molecule the peripheral atoms of sulfur are replaced by
oxygen atoms. Since overlap of the orbitals of these sulfur
atoms is responsible for the high conductivity in a layer
made up of ET molecules, one might expect substantial
changes in the conducting properties on going to metals
based on BO.

The first report on the synthesis, structure, and properties
of the metallic chloride of BO contained the chemical for-
mula of this compound, (BO)Cl(H2O), a simple salt.2 The
simple salt is characterized by a 1:1 ratio of the BO cation to
the Cl(H2O) anion, which corresponds to the transfer of an
electron from each BO molecule to an anion and implies a
half-filled metal band. This report was of great interest, since
before then no organic metals with a half-filled conduction
band were known.

The next paper3 showed that the chemical formula of the
BO chloride was more properly written in the form of the
complex salt (BO)2Cl(H2O)3. In this case, one electron ar-
rives at an ion from every two BO molecules, and the con-
duction band is then one-quarter full. A comparison of the-
oretical calculations of the structure of BO chloride with the
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parameters of the quantum mechanical oscillations first ob-
served in this compound3 confirms this level of filling of the
band.

Data from an analysis of the composition and structure
corresponding to the formula (BO)2Cl(H2O)3 were later
presented,4 along with some results from a study of the re-
luctance of this complex that were consistent with the pro-
posed formula.

Nevertheless, the chemical composition of BO chloride
is still under discussion. A chemical formula of the form
(BO)2Cl1.28(H3O)0.28(H2O)2.44 has been proposed,5 while
fully retaining the structural motif proposed before.3,4 This
difference in the description of the chemical composition
does not, however, lead to a change in the degree of filling of
the band, since the excess negative charge on the anion~as-
sociated with the chlorine! beyond that implied by the for-
mula (BO)2Cl(H2O)3, is balanced by the positive charge on
the H3O.

In this paper we offer a more detailed investigation of
the Shubnikov–de Haas and de Haas–van Alphen oscilla-
tions and semiclassical angular oscillations in the reluctance.
These studies provide a more detailed idea of the size and
shape of the Fermi surface in BO chloride, and make it pos-
sible to estimate the parameters of its electron system. The
possible effect of the chemical composition of the anion on
the behavior of these oscillations is not discussed here.

2. EXPERIMENT

Single crystal samples of (BO)2Clx(H2O)y obtained in
two chemical groups under differing synthesis conditions4,5

were used in the experiments. Nevertheless, the samples
were shown to be identical by x-ray structural analysis. The
samples consisted of irregular slabs with average dimensions
of 13130.1 mm3. The plane of the samples coincided with
the crystallographicab plane, which contains the conductive
layers. These layers alternate along the short dimension of
the samples, which coincides with thec* axis.

The reluctance was measured by the standard four con-
tact method using a 330 Hz alternating current. Here the
measurement currentI could be directed either in theab

plane or perpendicular to it. A magnetic field was created
either by a superconducting solenoid with a maximum field
of 15 T or by a resistive magnet with a field of up to 20 T,
and the minimum temperature was 0.45 K. In the reluctance
measurements the orientation of the sample was varied using
a two-axis gimbal mount, which made it possible to rotate
the sample in declination and in the azimuthal angle.

The de Haas–van Alphen effect was studied in terms of
the dependence of the torque on the magnetic field.6 Here the
maximum magnetic field was 14 T and the minimum tem-
perature lay below 0.48 K.

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

The average conductivity of the test samples at room
temperature in the conducting plane is 50V21 cm21. All the
samples are characterized by a metallic variation in the re-
luctance as a function of temperature: as the temperature is
reduced from room temperature to liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture, the reluctance decreases on average by a factor of a few
dozen.

Figures 1 and 2 show the Shubnikov–de Haas and de
Haas–van Alphen oscillations for a magnetic field directed
almost perpendicular to the conducting plane. For this field
direction there is a single fundamental frequency for the
quantum oscillationsF0.4900 T ~see insets to Figs. 1 and
2!. When the field deviates significantly from this direction,
beats become appreciable in the fundamental frequency~see
Figs. 3 and 4!. Analysis of the quantum oscillations and fast
Fourier transforms reveal the complex nature of these beats,
which result from the mixing of three oscillations with simi-
lar frequencies~insets to Figs. 3 and 4!, at least for some
directions of the field.

The angular dependence of these frequencies for the de
Haas–van Alphen oscillations is shown in Fig. 5. There, for
each direction of the field, different symbols correspond to
different frequencies. This curve fit well by the formula

F~u!5
4900

cosu
@T#, ~1!

FIG. 1. Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations:u50°, T
51.45 K, I 'ab. The inset shows the FFT amplitude of
these oscillations as a function of the frequencyF of the
quantum oscillations.
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whereu is the angle between the field and the normal to the
conducting plane. Here, recording several frequencies at
each angle has essentially no effect on the curve, since the
difference between the frequencies is never greater than a
few percent and does not exceed the average scatter. Thus,
we can assume that Eq.~1! yields the fundamental frequency
to high accuracy.

Figure 6 illustrates the angular dependence of the ampli-
tude of the de Haas–van Alphen oscillations. As in the case
of the angular variation of the frequency, the amplitudes cor-
responding to oscillations at differing frequencies are indi-
cated by different symbols. Despite the complicated angular
dependence of the amplitude of the oscillations at different
frequencies, the common zeroes in the amplitude at
u5641 and 657° are evident. The amplitude null atu

50° is nonphysical and is related to the method for observ-
ing the de Haas–van Alphen oscillations.6 The amplitude
nulls at
u5641° andu5657° are probably related to the fact that
the decreasing spin factor in the Lifshitz–Kosevich formula7

vanishes in those directions, i.e.,

Rs5cos~ppgm/2!50, ~2!

where p is the harmonic number,g is the g-factor,
m5m* /m0, m* is the effective electron mass, andm0 is the
free electron mass.

The effective carrier mass was estimated on the basis of
the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the quantum
oscillations. Here the decreasing temperature factor was
taken to have the form

FIG. 2. De Haas–van Alphen oscillations:u54.7°,
T50.5 K. The inset shows the FFT of these oscillations.

FIG. 3. Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations:u523°,
T51.45 K, I 'ab. The inset shows the FFT of these oscil-
lations.
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Rt5
apmT/H

sinh~apmT/H !
,

where a52p2kBm0 /e\514.7 T/K, T is the temperature,
and H is the magnetic field. The mass in the conducting
plane determined in this way for several of the samples had a
substantial scatter and lay within the intervalm* 5(1.65–
2.0)m0.

The Dingle temperature was determined from the field-
induced variation in the amplitude of the quantum oscilla-
tions using a Dingle reducing factor of the form

RD5exp~2apmTD /H !.

The Dingle temperature lies in the rangeTD53 –4 K for
all samples measured.

Figure 7 shows the angular variation in the reluctance
for a constant field of 14.3 T. The maxima of the pronounced
angular oscillations are periodic in tanu. In Fig. 8, the period
of these oscillations is plotted in polar coordinates as a func-
tion of the azimuthal anglew in the conducting plane.
Clearly the period is essentially independent of the azimuthal
angle, and isD'0.5.

4. DISCUSSION

The crystal lattice parameters of BO chloride were first
given in Ref. 2 and confirmed in Refs. 4 and 5. The band
structure of this material was calculated on the basis of these
data and found to be in agreement with preliminary observa-
tions of quantum oscillations.3 According to this calculation,

FIG. 4. De Haas–van Alphen oscillations:u534.7°,
T50.5 K. The inset shows the FFT of these oscilla-
tions.

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of the frequency of de
Haas–van Alphen oscillations;T50.5 K. The smooth
curve corresponds toF(u)54900/cosu @T#.
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the Fermi surface~Fig. 9! in (BO)2Clx(H2O)y is a cylinder
with its axis oriented in thec* direction. The cross section of
this cylinder in theab plane coincident with the plane of best
conductivity is a perfect circle whose area is roughly half
that of the corresponding cross section of the Brillouin zone.

For all the BO chloride crystals studied here, the fre-
quency of the quantum oscillations isF0'4900 T for a field
H'ab, which corresponds to 50% of the area transected in
the first Brillouin zone, and agrees well with theoretical cal-
culations. The angular dependence of the frequency of these
oscillations is fit well by Eq.~1! and corresponds to a cylin-
drical Fermi surface oriented alongc* .

The angular oscillations in the reluctance, with peaks
periodic in tanu ~Fig. 7!, are also related to the motion of
carriers over the cylindrical Fermi surface, and the cylinder
must be weakly corrugated along its axis.8,9 The period of
oscillations in the reluctance is independent of azimuthal

angle in BO chloride crystals~Fig. 8!, so the cross section of
the cylinder can be represented as a perfect circle in theab
plane. In this case, the Fermi momentumkF is related to the
period D of angular oscillations in the reluctance by the
simple formula8

D5p/kFd,

whered is the distance between conducting planes. The es-
timated cross sectionS5pkF

2.331015cm22 is in good
agreement with theoretical calculations and the quantum os-
cillation data. Thus, the quantum and semiclassical oscilla-
tions in the organic metal (BO)2Clx(H2O)y correspond to a
weakly corrugated cylindrical Fermi surface with a perfectly
circular cross section of radius.33107 cm21 in the ab
plane.

The slight corrugation in the cylindrical sheet of the
Fermi surface must result in the existence of several similar

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of the amplitude of the
de Haas–van Alphen oscillations;T50.5 K.

FIG. 7. Angular dependence of the reluctance;T50.5 K,
H514.3 T, I 'ab.
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extremal cross sections~in the case of simple corrugation,
there should be two!, and this may show up as beats in the
fundamental frequency. In the compound studied here, beats
are observed for field directions not coincident withHic*
~Figs. 3 and 4!. These beats, however, have a complex shape,
since they result from combining more than two oscillations
at differing frequencies. We might assume a complicated
corrugation with several differing extremal cross sections,
but one would then scarcely expect the pronounced angular
oscillations in the reluctance observed in the sample crystals.
In addition, there is still no explanation for the lack of any
beats whatsoever for a field withHic* .

The beats might be related to crystal imperfections of the
samples, such as twinning, intergrowth, etc. This explana-
tion, however, can be ruled out by direct x-ray analysis of the
test samples, which confirms that they are high-quality single
crystals.

The distorted form of the quantum oscillations~includ-
ing beats! might arise through magnetic interaction,7 but the
latter is only significant when the absolute amplitude of os-
cillations in the magnetic momentmBM is comparable to the
periodH2/F of the oscillations. In the test samples,

mBM'2.5 G!200 G'H2/F,

wheremBM'2.5 G is the maximum attainable absolute am-
plitude in the experiments with a 10 T field, so magnetic
interaction can be neglected.

Finally, there is yet another possible reason for the beats.
The calculated Fermi surface in Ref. 5 differs somewhat
from that in Fig. 9. The cylindrical sheet intersects the
boundary of the Brillouin zone near the pointX, rather than

being tangent to it, forming very small pockets at this site.
This can lead to the coexistence of a small orbit with the
main orbit, which corresponds to the fundamental frequency.
We can then expect sum and difference frequencies to ap-
pear, including some near the fundamental. This latter sce-
nario would seem to be the most plausible, but it is obviously
very vulnerable at present and requires more convincing con-
firmation and additional study.

The condition~2! for the appearance of ‘‘spin nulls’’ at
u'641 and657° is satisfied by the first harmonic, assum-
ing that the effective mass and angle of inclination are re-
lated by the characteristic formula for a cylindrical Fermi
surface,m(u)5m(0)/cosu. Here the splitting factor isSs

5gm(0)/2'1.85. Given the spread in the estimate of the
effective mass obtained from the temperature dependences of
the amplitude of the quantum oscillations,m5(1.65–
2.0)m0, the g factor becomesg51.85–2.23. Theg-factor
determined in this way usually includes corrections owing to
many-particle interactions, which makes it different from the
free electrong-factor, g052.7 The closeness ofg and g0

argues for the weakness of these interactions. In the test
samples, any assumptions regarding the influence of many-
particle interactions would be incorrect because of the exces-
sive error in determining theg-factor due to the spread in the
value of the effective mass. More detailed experiments will
be required to make the latter more accurate.

5. CONCLUSION

We have studied the behavior of the magnetic moment
and reluctance of a group of samples of the organic metal
(BO)2Clx(H2O)y . Shubnikov–de Haas and de Haas–van
Alphen quantum oscillations and semiclassical angular oscil-
lations in the reluctance were observed. An analysis of these
data indicate that the Fermi surface of this compound is a
cylinder weakly corrugated along its axis, and is a perfect
circle of radiuskF.33107 cm21 perpendicular to the axis.
These results agree with theoretical calculations. Compli-
cated beats involving the fundamental frequency of the quan-
tum oscillations were observed, but their nature is as yet
unclear.

We thank L. P. Rozenberg for the x-ray structural data,
and E. B. Yagubski� and R. P. Shibaeva for useful discus-
sions. This work was supported by the Russian Fund for

FIG. 8. The period of angular oscillations in the reluctance as a function of
the azimuthal anglew in polar coordinates.

FIG. 9. The energy band structure~a! and Fermi surface
~b! in the organic metal (BO)2Cl(H2O)3.3
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